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I Attempt any four parts of the following.

(a) ExplainsigmiMism---
\

O) Why is it important for tourism people to have

a good understanding of travel motivation?

(c) Discuss the various service objectives of ICAO.

(d) Discuss the origin and nature of Hospitality

Management

(e) Preparethe house-keeping organizationchart for

a small-sized hotel.

(0 What are the basic functions of the front office ?
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Attempt any Two parts of the following: l0x2=20

(a) Tourist are classified into several heads on the

basis of their personalities, with this reference

compare Plog's model classification oftourist with

Cohen's model.

O) "India has tremendous potential to become a I
major global tourist destination and Indian tourist ,

industryis exploiting this potential to the fullest". (

In view ofthe statement discuss and evaluate the

present scenario of Indian Tourism Industry.

(c) "The Tourism Industry generates substantial

economic benefits to both host countries and

tourists home countries." Discuss the statement

., siating the real scenario:-- s€!.

3 llttempt any llno parts"of the following: l0x2=20

(a) Discuss the functions of a travel agency. What

are the rules and regulations followed for
recognition oftravel agenqfl

O) Define tourism product. How is the tourism

product different from the commodity product?

(c) What do you see as the future ofthe travel agent?

Discuss the rules prescribed bV tL DOT (Dept.

of Tourism) for the approval of travel agencies.
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4 Attempt any Two parts of the following: l0x2=20

(a) "Motivation is not the same as demand. The
demand fortravel aid tourism is the outcome of
motivation". On thebasis of the above statement F.
elaborate some &asic principles to tourist
motivation

i (b) As a manager of a resort hotel popular with
families, what social and or / educational activities

would you offer yorry guest ?

(c) Discuss the current fo**io along with future
trends of Indian Hospitality Industry,

;

I5 Attempt any Two parts oftfie following: lDx210
1'

basis of location and ownership with at leasttwo
examples in each.

(b) Discuss the rnarketing rnix required for the
Hospitality and Tourism Industry.

(c) "The principal mission ofFHRAI is to represent,

promote, and develop the Hospitality Industry in
India." Comment.
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